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Business Spotlight

TIME 4 ORDER

Helping clients cut through the clutter and “TAKE CONTROL” of the chaos

Professional Organizing with Time 4 Order

Helping clients achieve a great sense of satisfaction with a little organization

The bad news is that time flies. The good news is that you are the pilot. Lori Brander, owner of Time 4 Order, says “to take control today.” Organizing at a time one project at a time is all it takes. If you current methods don’t seem to be working, maybe it’s time to move forward in a different manner.

As a Professional Organizer, Brander’s goal is to help clients cut through the clutter and take control of their homes and offices. She assists those who value the concept of being organized, yet don’t have the time, the inclination, or the expertise to do so.

“Organizing has given me joy since I was young,” says Brander. “Being able to help others find order in their daily lives gives me great satisfaction. Everyone has unique priorities, cherished possessions, and things they can let go of. My job is to help my clients find a comfortable balance.”

Time for Order opened in 2003, shortly after Brander attended a class titled, “What You Were Born to Do,” at a local college. The instructor suggested, “You need to be a professional organizer.” I said, ‘A what?’ This was before many people even knew something like organizing existed. Brander went home, did some research and found the organization NAPO (National Association of Professional Organizers). Time 4 Order was launched the following month. The message of the class was simple: our professionals need to bring us pleasure. Life is too short for it not to.

“I provide clients with ideas, support, motivation, and information to get focused and gain control, reducing stress, allowing more time, energy, and space for what matters in life,” said Brander. “As a team, we work together to create order, where there once was clutter.”

Her approach to organizing is without judgment or criticism towards her clients. Her goal is to provide a road map to lead you to your goals. The definition of clutter is postponed decisions. Create a richer and fuller life by being organized. Let Lori Brander help you. Contact her at 555-846-8478 or learn more at www.time-4order.com.

Keep Up...Rather Than Catch Up!

• Home Organization
• Office Organization
• File Management
• Kitchen Efficiency
• Closet Organization
• Paper “Purging”

Clutter Control
Easy Moving Madness
Packaging and Unpacking
Garage Management
Decluttering
And Much More